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SV/ SVG Wide Area

specifications
Vacuum Motor:
5/8 HP, 120 Volt - 200 CFM
Brush Speed:
SV Models - 3500 RPM
SVG Models - 1650 RPM
Brush Size: 3” Diameter
Inlet: 31/2” Diameter
Capacity: 1.2 Bushel
Power Cord:
60 Ft, 16 Gauge/3 Wire Grounded
Rear Wheels: Two 6” Transport
Front Casters:
Two 2” Double Wheel Swivel

Clean large open areas more efficiently with SV and SVG wide
area vacuums.
Easy to operate and maneuver,
embedded dirt and debris are
picked up and removed, leaving
carpets clean and groomed.
The L-shape/low profile is
designed to clean around and
under furniture with wrap around
bumper to protect furniture and
walls from damage.

SV-240 (380318)
SVG-241 (317608)
Current: 8.0 AMPS
Cleaning Path: 24” Wide
Dimensions:
341/2” L X 251/4” W X 361/2” H

SV240 / SVG-241

SV-280 (380326)
SVG-281 (317624)
Current: 8.5 AMPS
Cleaning Path: 28” Wide
Dimensions:
341/2” L X 29” W X 361/2” H

Chevron pattern brush with four
rows of bristles is designed for
grooming. Dirt and debris is
moved towards the center, while
the “no-fling” brush barrier contains and directs the dirt and
debris into an oversized vacuum
inlet for maximum pickup.
Top-fill system assures maximum
performance and pickup, while
the 3.5" inlet eliminates clogging
at the intake.
The unit’s pile height adjusts to
five settings allowing for maximum cleaning efficiency.

Heavy-duty construction with a
welded steel chassis that is
mounted on a structural foam
housing, provides added durability and strength; yet they are
lightweight (under 75 lbs.) with
excellent maneuverability.
Equipped with a heavy-duty dust
retentive cloth outer filter bag
and large 1.2 bushel capacity
disposable paper filter bag.

The chrome plated steel handle
folds for convenient storage and
transport.
SVG Vac-N-Groom™ models are
equipped with a cog and three
track V-belt drive system with a
2-to-1 ratio that increases torque
and power assists forward movement while enhancing the unit
CFM.

SV280 / SVG-281

XA-300C Floor Dryer
specifications
XA-300C (444960)
Motor:
120 Volt, 1/2 HP - 3 Speed
1500 - 2000 - 2500 CFM
Switch: 3 Speed Rotary
Power Cord:
25 Ft, 16/3 Wire Grounded

XA-300C

Use the airmover for the quick
drying of carpeted or hard floors
and room ventilation.

The cord wrap is molded into
housing for convenient storage of
the power cord.

Rotationally molded of hi-density
polyethylene, won't dent and is
corrosion resistant.

The XA-300C can be used in four
positions, normal, flat on its
back, stacked or tilted at 45
degrees.
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